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About the Author 
Hi. My name is Roger R. Safont.  Entrepreneur, Technologist, Marketing Guy and more 

importantly  - Father of my two beautiful daughters (Marissa and Madison) 

 

I have been in technology for over 30 years. For the last few years, I have been in the 

Healthcare Industry focused on both the Technology and Marketing.  I have always 

been fascinated in Marketing for the simple fact that it is a core component of growth 

and I believe that you can have the best doctors, if you don’t have traffic (either virtual 

or foot traffic), those doctors won’t have any patients to see. 

 

SEO is an ever-evolving landscape.   It is very easy to fall prey to the latest and greatest 

gimmicks and shiny tools to drive traffic and leads.  Every company that goes down this 

route will eventually find that it isn’t sustainable.    The right way to do SEO is to put a 

plan together and focus on structured growth.   You can easily and quickly drive traffic 

to your site by spending money on Pay Per Click (PPC).   But most companies do not 

have PPC money for the long haul while they wait for get patients and reimbursements.   

 

Every single company that I have worked on with my SEO tactics continues to grow and 

are always Google Penalty free. 

 

Why am I doing this? 
I enjoy pushing the envelope and how technology can help the right doctors find the 

right patients and vice versa.  Unfortunately, I hear the same painful statement over and 

over and over again.  “I	have	a	website,	why	don’t	I	have	more	patients?”  I call it the ‘Field of 

Dreams’ complex.   Just because you build a website – ‘THEY WONT COME’.   You 

have to realize that you have competitors that have spent money on PPC and on 

individuals like me to make sure they get the traffic.   

 

This eBook is just a blueprint.  Stuff that I hope everyone does just to get off the ground 

the right way. With my approach, you will get found, you will rank and if you continue 

with my approach you will get more and more targeted traffic.     
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Introduction 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is one of the most important things that any 

business owner needs to understand.  Hopefully this document will serve as a great 

introduction into SEO, Internet Marketing and Social Media Marketing. Like any other 

industry, you will meet so-called “industry experts” who have their own opinion on how 

true SEO works.   In my honest opinion, SEO is both REALLY HARD and REALLY 

EASY!  

 

The goal of SEO is to get you the traffic organically. Not long ago it was very easy to 

rank sites.  You just needed to create a ton of backlinks (more on backlinks later) and 

over stuff your pages with keywords.   There are tons of bad habits that the ‘Mighty’ 

Google keeps finding ways to slap you down on.  So…  First and Foremost..  Stay with 

Natural Clean Strategies (White Hat) that make sense.  It is the only way to grow and 

sustain. 

Keep it Natural 
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT POINT.  PLAY CLOSE ATTENTION !!! 
The main point behind sustainable and penalty-free ranking is to make it look natural.   

Search engines like Bing, Yahoo and Google are cracking the whip and web rankings 

continue to drop on those sites that are trying workarounds.  A lot of companies cannot 

not survive search engine penalties as sites literally disappeared from searches. The 

genesis of all search engine penalties target Not Natural SEO. Make sure your work on 

your online presence is safe, natural looking and makes sense.  Do not use ready / 

quick / automated features for ranking. With a little homework and planning you will see 

that your efforts will deliver results, without necessarily appearing to manipulate the 

search engines. 

 

I can’t stress enough, you have to do your homework and understand conceptually how 

to rank.   Put a plan in place to start ranking the right way.   The goal of this eBook 

is to give you the foundational knowledge to do just that and start branding yourself 

right. 
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Assumptions 
We have come up with a big assumption that you have a website already, and you have 

the basic knowledge, team, partner or IT company to keep it online and performing well.  

Another assumption is that you have a SEO Plugin installed if you are using WordPress 

or Joomla.  For the sake of this eBook, we are going to assume WordPress and the All-

In-One SEO Plugin is installed.  

 

You will also hear the term –Competitive and Low Competition Keywords.   It is easy to 

rank for low competition keywords, hard to rank for very competitive keywords.  That is 

the determining factor that you have to figure out with your research and your 

homework. 

 

But before we begin, realize that SEO is not an immediate return.  It is a marathon, not 

a sprint.   But if you do it right, you will always get the right traffic. 

 

Lets begin!!!! 
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First Steps 

Google Analytics 
I recommend Google Analytics.   This is a free web analytics service that is offered by 

Google. The service allows you to monitor and get reports on your website traffic.  

There are other services out there but this is the easiest and most widely used. 

 

With Google Analytics, you get tons of information about your website and information 

such as the ROI on your marketing. You can also track images, video plays and any 

other information that you will be using on social networking websites. 

 

 
 

 

Steps:	
• Create your Google account if you don’t have one:  Go to http://www.google.com/ 

• Create your Google Analytics Account – Go To http://www.google.com/analytics 
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• Add an Account (website) 
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• Next, go to your website and input your Analytics information.  Don’t worry about 

the other All-In-One options for now.   All you need to worry about is entering 

your Analytics ID.  

 
 

Google Webmaster Tools 
I would also recommend you get a Google Webmaster Tools account.  Use the same 

login you used when you set up Google Analytics. This is another free service provided 

by Google.  It gives you tips and hints on how to structure your website and guides you 

through what Google looks for. 
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Steps:	
• Go to https://www.google.com/webmasters 

• Click on “Add a Site” or “Add A Property”    Enter your website info. 

• Follow Google’s instructions on how to verify that the website you are setting up 

is yours.   In the ideal world, you can select ‘Google Analytics’ and click verify. 

Remember,	Google	is	huge.		Sometimes	it	takes	some	time	(hours)	for	the	your	analytics	account	
to	appear	instantly	for	your	webmaster	account.		
 

 
 

Sitemap 
Create a sitemap through All-in-one and submit a sitemap through the Webmaster 

interface. 

 

A sitemap is basically the file that will let Google know which pages that have been 

created on your website.  A sitemap is critical because it tells the search engines which 
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pages on your site they should crawl and index.  Once you see it, it will kind of make 

sense.  Just trust me.   You really need one so that the search engines will find you.  

 

Go back to Your WebMaster tools and add your sitemap.  It is typically your Domain + 

‘sitemap.xml’. i.e.  http://doctoridentityservices.com/sitemap.xml 
 

 
 
Congratulations:  Now you have a Website, Analytics, Webmaster and a submitted 
sitemap.  Now what?  Research your Keywords. 

Keywords	
This is a tough topic to discuss.  

Lets discuss competitive keyword phrases.  Lets say you own a Pain Clinic in Tampa, 

FL.   Do you want to rank for ‘Pain Doctor’ or ‘Tampa Pain Doctor’ or ‘Best Pain Doctor 

in Tampa Florida’.   The last one is not as competitive as the first one because it is 

longer and more direct.  Make sense?   Every Pain Doctor in the US is trying to rank for 

‘Pain Doctor’ so the competition is higher. The example ‘Best Pain Doctor in Tampa 

Florida’ is termed a ‘Long-tail keyword’ which is longer and very specific.  	

 

I also tell every client that you should want to rank for hundreds of longer keywords than 

just one.  That is the BIGGEST problem with the ‘SEO for Sale’ community out there.  

They tell you that you can rank you for High Competition keywords which sounds 

AWESOME but it takes a really long time to get there.   Then you are frustrated 

because there is no traffic yet. 

 

The new era of traffic generation really focuses on ranking for a ton of keywords 

because it is easier and the traffic will convert faster.   I see it time and time again.   I 
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have a client that wanted to rank for the phrase ‘Plastic Surgery’.   I convinced him to 

rank for terms like ‘Best Plastic Surgeon in <city>’, ‘Best Cosmetic surgeon in <city>’, 

‘Top Rhinoplasty surgeon in <zipcode> or <city> or <county>’.   He is now getting tons 

of quality traffic with this strategy.   Since we focused on city, state, and other terms like 

this, his Local SEO took off as well since he has an actual physical location.    

 

Makes	Sense	right?			
 

Another unknown but huge factor for ranking is ‘Bounce Rate’.  All this means is that 

Google is tracking the interactions on your site.   This means, you should have 

compelling information on your site. 

 

Each and every keyword that you will be using on your website should be tracked. A 

good tracking keyword is Serpfox:  www.serpfox.com.  On that site you are able to get 

keyword tracking reports.  Serpbook: www.serpbook.com is another good one.  

 

After a few weeks, (if you have good content) you will start to see that you are ranking 

for other terms you were not even trying to rank for.  You will be able to see this in your 

tools or through Google Webmaster. 

 

See	why	Google	Webmaster	is	important?			
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On	Page	SEO	
When it comes to On-Page optimization, you need to be careful with key sections. One 

of the most important things that you will have to do is make sure that you control all of 

the factors on a page that the search engines look at to get your ranked.  This is called 

Meta Tags 

 

The Top Two Sections you should focus on is: 

1. The Title Tag - <title> 

2. Header Tags - <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, etc. 

Title	Tag	
The goal is to include a keyword.   Although it is recommended that you have the 

keyword in the beginning of the tag, it sometimes makes it impossible to make your title 

tag look natural.   If you can, I would also recommend you use Adjectives like ‘Best’, 

’Top’, ’Awesome’, etc.  Remember, we are trying to rank not only your keyword but also 

a longer tail keyword as well.  No more than 55 characters.  If you have the all-in-one 

plugin, it will give you warnings if you are getting close to your limit. 

i.e. Best New York Rhinoplasty Surgeon – Roger Safont 

Header	Tags	
In the actual page or post, I typically make our H1 tag very similar to the Title Tag.  The 

‘H1’ heading tag is the major heading of that specific page.  But remember, your focus 

should be readability and appearing natural.  I strongly recommend only ONE H1 tag, 

but you can have a multiple H2, H3, and H4 tags.  I would recommend only one of each, 

but once again, its about readability and natural flow.  For the above example, I would 

make my first H1 tag– ‘Best Rhinoplasty Surgeon in New York’ or just copy the Title tag. 

 

I have always stated that the H2 tag is possibly the most important tag since you can 

craft a longer tail keyword into it.  I would recommend something similar like  ‘Free 

Consultation with Top Rhinoplasty Surgeon in New York’. 
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We can be more and more descriptive with the remaining tags.  Your H3 tag could be 

‘What to look for in Rhinoplasty Surgery’, ‘What to expect after your nose surgery’, ‘How 

to prep for your Rhinoplasty Operation’.    Notice the sprinkling of different keyword 

terms.    You could be ranking for quite a few keyword variations here. 

Content	IS	KING	
There is now a direct correlation between the length of your content and how high it 

ranks. If you write enough about a specific topic and write it with relevant keyword 

phrase placements, you will rank more.   

 

Your goal is to prove that you are an authority in your field and make them want to take 

the next steps and contact you.  I would recommend 1000 – 3000 words minimum.  My 

last SEO post was over 10,000 words and I am ranking for terms I wasn’t even shooting 

for. 

 

Remember, Google is tracking your user interactions.  If you can keep them on your site 

longer, the better.  One un-known dirty secret that Google is tracking is Bounce Rates.  

A bounce rate is the percentage of single-page sessions in which the person left your 

site from the entrance page without interacting with that page or other pages.  Having 

videos, images, and information properly structured with relevant content will keep 

people on your site.   Google will reward you for this. 

 

One plus side to this type of user engagement is that users tend to link to and share 

content loaded with pictures, videos and relevant content.  The more shares, the more 

trust.   

 

When a user shares your content / page on their website – YOU GET A FREE 
BACKLINK !!! 
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Off	Page	SEO	
After you have made the necessary changes to your site to reflect the keywords you are 

after, let talk about the other efforts to drive your rankings higher and higher and higher. 

 

Backlinks are super important.  Think of a backlink as a vote for your site.  The more 

votes your site has, the higher the rank.  Lets take it a step further.  All votes are not 

created equal.  If you get a vote from ‘USA Today’, that is way more important than a 

vote from ‘Rogers Crab Shack’ site.    That is the difference between High Authority 

Backlinks and all others.  You want to get as many backlinks from sites that have High 

Authority. 

 

My STRONG recommendation is that you don’t build tons of links right away.  Build 

them slowly.  If you set up a site and within a month, you have thousands of links 

pointing to your site, GOOGLE will know that you are trying to force rankings and you 

may get slapped with a penalty.   

 

CREATE LINKS to support your BRAND sites.  Upload a video on Youtube, Create a 

Fan Page on Facebook, etc.   Build your social profiles and make sure you have a link 

back to your site.   The search engines view this as a critical piece of the SEO process.  

Almost every company is on Facebook, has a YouTube channel, has a twitter account, 

etc. It almost hurts you not to have these social media profiles set up. 

 

You can download my growing list of High Authority sites that you can create profiles on 

today!!! 

 
 

Check out Majestic.com and enter in your website.  It will give you an idea how well 

your backlinks are working for your.  Next.  Type in the name of a competitor website.  

You can see the backlink profile for your competitor.  You can clearly see how you can 
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beat him in the rankings game.  Have more links with Higher Authority !!!  Its that 
simple. 
 

Besides the download list above of links, below are some must have links to Brand 
Yourself 

Social	Links	
Gain	backlinks	from	main	profile	page	
http://pinterest.com 
http://twitter.com  
http://www.reddit.com  
http://plus.google.com  
http://stumbleupon.com  
https://www.vk.com  
http://www.tumblr.com  
http://www.myspace.com 

Visual	Links	
Add	profile,	reference	&	sources	backlinks	
http://wannafollow.com 
http://visual.ly/view 
http://storify.com  
https://www.behance.net/  
https://about.me 

Fan	Based	Links	
Create	a	fan	page	and	include	a	link	in	the	info	
https://www.facebook.com 
https://groups.diigo.com/index 

Company	Profile	Link	
Create	a	public	board	for	your	company	/	niche.	Add	link	back	to	your	website	with	contextual	
information	around	it	/	leave	a	link	in	your	profile	
http://trello.com	

Community	Links	
Set	profile	link	and	/	or	include	links	on	sub-pages		
http://groups.yahoo.com 
http://wikia.com 
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Social	Media	

Importance	of	Social	Media	
Lets be real.   If someone goes to your site and you don’t have a Facebook page or a 

Twitter page, they may actually think that you are not serious about your company.  

Utilizing social media is not just a ‘NICE TO HAVE’ but almost a ‘REQUIREMENT’ 
nowadays.  Why lose out on a possible patient? 

 

Think about this, other than calling, texting and emailing your patient, Social Media is 

the best platform to keep your patients and potential patients engaged.  

 

You should be posting / tweeting as frequent as you can.  If you cant, find someone that 

will.  I love social media, but I explain to each one of my clients that you can leverage 

social media to drive more traffic and save money in the long run. 

 

Let me tell you a story about one of my non-medical clients.  They are a widely popular 

DJ Software company.   They were spending approximately $10,000 each month in 

Google Ads.  But they only had a few hundred Facebook and Twitter followers.  They 

honestly believed that it wasn’t as important as immediate sales and conversions 

supplied to them from Google Ads.  I convinced them to allocate $3,000 of they ad 

spend into building out their social media presence and growing their fan base.   After a 

few short months, they had close to 25K followers. 

 

Here is where it gets interesting.   I asked them to stop spending on Google Ads for a 

month and increase their budget to $5,000 into social media ads.  Not only did their user 

base grow faster, but their sales tripled.  Why?   Because they were engaging with an 

active audience that already knew their brand.  More importantly, people were sharing 

more and their audience grew faster. 

 

Of course, this is an extreme example.  I am not saying to turn off your Google Ads 

campaigns, but you should be looking to build a brand and build an engaged audience 
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rather than just looking for a sale.   Soon they cut their ad spend by 50% which equates 

to better profit. 

 

For your practice, don’t just focus on INTERNET TRAFFIC, you should be focused on 

having new patients streaming through your doors consistently and economically.  

Social Media gives you another avenue to brand yourself and get more patients. 

 

Here is another extreme example.    I currently helped an Urgent Care in Tampa FL 

grow their social media presence (as well as Organic and Local).  Flu Season was 

almost upon us.   Guess how they told their existing patients and future patients that 

they were now offering Flu Shots?     YES.  Social Media.   And more importantly, the 

marketing spend was $0.  YES… FREE!!!!   A few free posts and a few free Tweets. 

Their followers read their updates, shared the opportunity and came in for the shot. 

 

That is the true power of Social Media.  Keeping your audience engaged. 
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Conclusion	
I hope this eBook makes sense.  Remember you have taken the hardest step.  Creating 

a business and a website is extremely hard work.  By following the steps above, you will 

get ranked. 

 

I cant remember where I heard it, but someone said ‘On-Site SEO is the vehicle you are 

racing and Offsite SEO is your fuel.  Even with the best fuel, a crappy vehicle can only 

go so fast.’   

 

So make sure you have the best possible vehicle (On-Site SEO), a content rich site and 

then when you start adding your fuel (links), you will go super fast (rank higher and 

faster). 

 

The hard part of SEO is that the landscape keep changing.  Search engines keep 

updating and upgrading their algorithms.  If you continue to do things ‘Naturally’, you will 

not get penalized and you will continue to grow.  Remember… SEO is a marathon, not 

a sprint. 

 

Shameless plug coming:  Please realize that I can handle your SEO, Social Media and 

Development for you.  But I am very selective on my clients.  I only take on a few clients 

to make sure that I can deliver exceptional results.  It is important to me that I make you 

happy with my efforts.  I am focused on delivery, managing expectations and ensuring 

your success.   My goal is to make you successful and make sure you are safe and not 

penalized by Search Engine updates.   

 

Also, I am always updating my website with new content.  Below is personal email.  

Please feel free to reach out to me with any questions or concerns. 

 

Good Luck  

Roger Safont 

rsafont@doctoridentityservices.com 
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SEO	Glossary		
ü Algorithm - The calculation the search engines use to find the most relevant 

information in relation to a search query.  
ü Alt Tags - Short snippets of code that allow you to tag each photo on your 

site with a short text blurb.  
ü Anchor Text – Text in your webpage content that is linked to another website 

or webpage.  
ü Black Hat SEO – A back-handed approach to SEO that involves shortcuts 

and manipulation of a website. It is prohibited by the search engines.  
ü Keyword Density – How often a keyword is mentioned on a page.  
ü Headline Tags – HTML code tags denoted by “<h1>Headline</h1>” that 

make the text bigger than other text on the page.  
ü Head Terms – phrases more generic in nature (usually 1-2 keywords long) 

that garner significant amount of search engine traffic, but provide little return.  
ü HTML – Stands for Hypertext Markup Language is a standardized code for 

tagging text files to format font, color, graphic, and hyperlinks to create 
webpages.  

ü Inbound Links – Links to your website from external websites that are not on 
your domain.  

ü Indexing – The process used by the search engines to crawl the web, 
scanning webpages and storing information about them.  

ü Link Building – The process of generating inbound links from other websites.  
ü Link Juice – The boost given to a website’s authority via inbound links from 

other authoritative websites.  
ü Long-tail – The theory used to explain that while a majority of search traffic 

results from a small percentage of keywords (the head) there millions of 
unique keywords that make up a significant volume of search traffic in 
aggregate (the tail).  

ü No-Follow – Tag placed in HTML code around links that are paid to tell the 
search engines not to give them any link juice.  

ü Search Query – Term used to describe the actual keyword or phrase a 
search engine user typed into the search engine.  

ü SEM (Search Engine Marketing) – Refers to all aspects of search, including 
organic and paid listings.  

ü SEO (Search Engine Optimization) – The process of optimizing your 
website’s content so it’s easy for the search engines to find your content, 
index it, and determine how relevant it is to a specific search query.  

 

 


